
Sad Bots
A METAVERSE BRAND FOR MENTAL HEALTH



FOREWORD

THE YEAR IS 2523.

A global pandemic has threatened humankind to the point 
of extinction. In this new era, only their faithful SAD Bot 

servants remain. With no caring families to serve, they look 
for new purpose in a lonely and forgotten world.

SAD BOTS is a a genesis collection of 3090 fully 3D NFTs 
built and ready for the Metaverse. They are built as 

ERC-721 tokens on the Ethereum blockchain.

One bot at a time, we hope to add positivity and light to the 
already beautiful world of NFTs and web3.



OUR BRAND VISION

SAD BOTS is a metaverse brand for mental health. 
We aim to open the conversation on mental health 
within the NFT space, which may often be a hard-to-
understand topic.

Our brand and story is one of hope, representing the 
coming together through difficult times and 
rebuilding through comradery.

We will work to create a community that connects 
members in the web3 space to support each other 
through the unique stress experienced in the NFT 
space.

Together with the expertise of our 3D artists and 
marketing team, easy to digest content will be 
created and shared with audiences to raise 
awareness and shed light on this important topic.



OUR PURPOSE

The space of NFTs often comes with unique stress 
factors, such as FOMO, FUD and imposter 

syndrome. Oftentimes, it is difficult for those 
outside to empathize and understand this stress, 
given that the culture and subject of NFTs is still 

new and frequently under wide scrutiny.

Our long-term goal is to utilize both the Sad Bots 
metaverse and community to positively impact 
mental health. We believe that in the long-term, 
we’re able to create meaningful experiences and 

a positive safe space that help our members 
through both good and difficult times. 



WHY METAVERSE?

The Metaverse market size is predicted to reach as 
much as $800 billion by 2024, while the global AR, VR, 

and MR market to reach $300 billion by 2024.

It is undeniable that the Metaverse seems to be one of 
the biggest opportunities for NFT projects to continue 

to build and grow in the Web3 era. Creating our own 
Metaverse gives Sad Bots endless possibilities to achieve 

our mission and make our vision a (virtual) reality. 

We therefore believe the Metaverse will be the perfect 
platform for Sad Bots to develop a strong brand identity 

in the space as more and more people adapt to the 
Metaverse concept.

MARKET OPPORTUNITY



WHY MENTAL HEALTH?

In America, over half (56%) of adults with a mental illness 
(27 million+) receive no treatment.

It is a known fact that health systems have not yet 
adequately responded to the burden of mental disorders 

while mental health is commonly overlooked by the general 
public. 

The goal of Sad Bots is to raise the awareness of mental 
health and contribute to such an important issue, especially 

in the NFT space. We hope to implement technology that 
directly impacts those experiencing these challenges.

In this sense, we are pursuing this as there is a mass market 
opportunity. In another large sense, we see it as an 

opportunity to benefit millions of people around the world.

MARKET OPPORTUNITY



MENTAL HEALTH IN THE METAVERSE?

A study conducted in 2021 found overwhelming support of 
the Metaverse benefiting users in a variety of aspects. Of 

those in the study, 39% found that the Metaverse assisted in 
overcoming obstacles that prevented them doing 

something in real life, and 37% felt that it had helped them 
enhance creativity and imagination. 34% found that they 
were able to connect to people without feeling awkward 

and 27% felt that it helped them with self-expression. [1]

Many psychology experts also believe virtual reality 
exposure therapy can be a promising tool to help individuals 

affected by a variety of mental issues. We would like to be 
one of the first NFT projects that utilizes the Metaverse as a 
tool to create a safe space for our users and deliver therapy 

in this way. Long-term, Sad Bots can both raise the 
awareness of mental health in the NFT space and beyond 
this, deliver meaningful remote mental health therapy to 

individuals around the world.

MARKET OPPORTUNITY

[1] https://www.statista.com/statistics/1285117/metaverse-benefits/



THE KARMA ECONOMY

The Karma Economy is a P2E experience that allows Sad 
Bots holders the ability to earn tokens for supporting 
other members within the ecosystem. In this way, we 
hope to cultivate a community that works to help each 
other both online and offline. 

We will be first testing this concept with a leaner version 
within the Discord community, before migrating it into 
the Sad Bots metaverse for the full experience.

Players will be able to earn points or tokens based on how 
much they support other members within the 
community. This can come in the form of providing moral 
support, utilizing your skills and expertise to benefit 
others, and even be as simple as engaging with other Sad 
Bots holders’ social posts.

In doing so, you’ll earn points and/or tokens that you can 
spend on community assets such as metaverse items and 
merch, IRL benefits, partnership gifts, Sad Bots Alpha WL 
spots and more.



THE HAPPY PLACE

Abandoned, but resilient.

After being left behind, Sad Bots came together to 
build ‘The Happy Place’, a virtual world that helps to 

take their mind off the stresses that life presents. 
Here they can hang out, dance, party and be free.

The Happy Place is the Sad Bots Metaverse. Here, 
the Sad Bots community will have exclusive access 

to metaverse events such as music festivals and 
experiences such as VR meditation rooms.

Currently, we are looking to build The Happy Place
on NFT Worlds and are speaking with official verified 

builders to move forward shortly.



3D FILES

SAD BOTS are modeled and rendered in a truly 3D 
environment via Maya and Blender.

As such, all holders will have access to the glb files 
associated with their individual Sad Bots as part of the 

3D utility.

Glb files will be stored on the Pinata server and 
integrated with the Metadata, where users can easily 

utilize them in metaverses such as the Oncyber gallery.

A link will also be implemented into each Sad Bots’ 
Opensea listing for direct downloads.



SAD BOTS OFFICIAL MERCH

The weather is a little bit drippy…

Our high-quality merch line will feature not just 
clothing, but also allow for 3D prints of custom Sad Bots 
figures.

Currently, 3D files have already been tested for prints 
and delivered some incredible results. We cannot wait 
for you to bring your Sad Bots to life.

The Karma Economy will be integrated with IRL merch, 
so that players will be able to spend Karma points to 
receive exclusive discounts and offers. 



SAD BOTS ALPHA

Officially Sad Club (OSC) is an exclusive holder 
Alpha group in the Sad Bots community. In OSC, 

Sad Bots holders can participate in our secret trait 
utility giveaways, alpha whitelist giveaways, 

merchandise giveaways, and expert support 
system. 

Our goal is to create a supportive community 
where our members not only receive traditional 

alpha benefits but also share their respective 
expertise in different areas to provide valuable 

support to each other. 



DERIVATIVE RIGHTS

The possibilities are endless.

We believe that at the core of the NFT space is the art. 
More than anything, our mission in starting Sad Bots 
was to create some of the best art within the NFT space. 
Together, our artists Jonnie and Akshay worked for 
months on modeling and rendering the 3D art behind 
Sad Bots. 

We want to extend this culture to our holders. In the 
spirit of creativity, all holders will receive commercial 
rights to use the Sad Bots artwork (in its entirety) for 
derivative work (up to a value of USD $150 000).

An official legal document will be drafted for holders to 
refer to in their use of the Sad Bots assets.



MARKETING FOCUS
Let people HEAR

Twitter Spaces have been an active tool in generating audiences within the 
NFT space. Our team will be actively securing partnerships with Twitter 

Space hosts and speakers to create awareness of our mission.

Let people SEE
The content team and artists will continue to work closely together to deliver 

top quality graphics and animations, to be delivered across our Twitter and 
Instagram platforms (with Twitter being primary focus).

Project partnerships
In the past month alone, we’ve secured valuable partnerships with 

established communities such as The Littles, MekaVerse, Cryptomories, 
Sneaky Vampire Syndicate and MVHQ. We will continue to seek project 

partners to build our Sad Bots audience.

Influencer partnerships
We will be targeting several NFT thought leaders to get Sad Bots in their 

wallets, in their minds and on their feeds. This will help bring further traffic to 
our brand.

The power of COMMUNITY
We believe that in our marketing, the most powerful voice are that of the 

holders themselves. We will be encouraging them to share the project via 
Twitter raids. 



MENTAL HEALTH DONATION

IN LINE WITH OUR MISSION. WE WILL ALSO BE 
DONATING $10 000 USD TO MENTAL HEALTH.

WE WILL BE RELEASING A SNAPSHOT VOTE IN Q1 2022 
FOR HOLDERS TO VOTE ON WHICH ORGANIZATION 

OUR FUNDS WILL MOST IMPACT.



Q1

Q2

Q3+

2022 Q1 – Q3+ ROADMAP

 DISCORD BETA TESTS FOR THE KARMA ECONOMY
 DONATION TO A MENTAL HEALTH CHARITY OF THE COMMUNITY’S CHOICE
 OFFICIALLY SAD CLUB: EXCLUSIVE WHITELIST PARTNER GIVEAWAYS AND MORE
 SANDBOX LAND GIVEN AWAY TO A HOLDER WITH THE ‘MINECRAFT’ TRAIT

 METAVERSE INITIAL BUILD, ACCESS TO HOLDERS VIA THE MINECRAFT 
SERVER

 3D GLB FILES MADE AVAILABLE TO HOLDERS
 ‘THE HAPPY PLACE’ MUSIC FESTIVAL HELD IN THE METAVERSE
 LEGAL DOCUMENT OUTLINING DERIVATIVE RIGHTS AND USE OF THE SAD 

BOTS’ ASSETS TO BE DELIVERED
 SAD BOTS’ OFFICIAL MERCH TO LAUNCH

 SCALE ON METAVERSE BUILD, MIGRATION OF THE KARMA ECONOMY P2E 
GAME TO THE HAPPY PLACE METAVERSE

 FURTHER PARTNERSHIPS WITH IRL BRANDS TO EXPAND ON IP AND 
BRAND AWARENESS



MEET THE TEAM

OBLUDA
CO-FOUNDER
Management consultant & 
Crypto + NFT Addict

SIGNOR CRYPTO
DEVELOPMENT TEAM
Past projects: Smilesssvrs, 
Pizza DAO, rarepizzas

AKSHAY MALHOTRA
RENDERING & ANIMATION
Past projects: X-Men Days of 
Future Past, Life of Pi, Percy 
Jackson: Sea of Monsters

JONNIE WONG
ARTIST & CO-FOUNDER
Past clients: Louis Vuitton, 
Toyota, Lexus and Ford



MEET THE TEAM

LOWKEY
COMMUNITY MANAGER
Community events and 
engagement

ALEXA
CONTENT MARKETING
Content creation and 
marketing strategy

PIPER
PARTNERSHIPS MANAGER
Collaborations and 
partnerships lead

EDAMAME
MARKETING LEAD
NFT enthusiast and growth 
hacker



MODERATORS

SAD | BOY#5131
c2dg#0333
dacintheverse.eth#0940
Ersin#7435
gyef#5414
Lysda#5800

Many#3352
NFTBeto#9169

NFTSOKUHOU |#7536
taooooo_#0305

Yaht Hung#4346
Harvey_27#2784



HAVE QUESTIONS? hello@sadbots.io
Twitter.com/SadBotsNFT

Raise a ticket in Discord: discord.gg/sadbots
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